
 
 
 
      
Apple Magazine 
      
     The Apple empire and all its products have become a sub-culture all their own.  One 
of the best ways to keep up on everything Apple is by flipping through Apple magazine.  
Updates on the latest apps, games and all your favorite Apple products can be found right 
here. 
 
Billboard Magazine 
     In the pages of this weekly music extravaganza, those in the music business as well as 
casual fans of every musical genre can find music news and reviews, as well as who’s 
who and what they’re doing on the charts that the magazine inspired:  The Billboards.  
 
Cycling Weekly Magazine 
     With news and updates on the best cycle races the world has to offer, as well as fitness 
advice, bike reviews and a one-stop shop for bike accessories and components, Cycling 
Weekly will keep your wheels turning whether you’re a cycling pro or just a casual rider. 
 
Cosmopolitan Magazine  
      
     “Cosmo” fills its monthly pages with all the helpful hints a woman needs.  With 
advice on sex, relationships, health and fashion, Cosmopolitan Magazine has offered a 
place to keep on top of issues pertaining to the everyday lives of the modern woman for 
almost fifty years.  
      
Cosmopolitan Magazine UK 
      
     Cosmopolitan UK offers women the same frank advice on sex and relationships as its 
American counterpart. In addition, Cosmo UK as all the health and fashion advice any 
woman could need.  Throw in a little extra spice and you have a perfect sister companion 
to the US’s Cosmopolitan Magazine.  
 
Elle USA Magazine 
      
    A popular French import, Elle roared into the US in the early-1980’s and has since 
become the biggest fashion magazine in the world.  Whether a woman needs to catch up 
on the latest fashions, beauty and health tips, or the latest entertainment news, all this and 
much more can be found in the pages of this fashion monthly.   
 
 
FHM Magazine 
      
    Considered a magazine version of the old “boys club”, this British publication has 
advice on men’s fashion, entertainment news, video game reviews, humor and, of course, 



women.  Very much like other publications “Top” lists, FHM readers look forward to the 
magazines yearly list of the 100 Sexiest Women in the World.   
 
GQ UK Magazine 
      
    GQ UK has all the top male fashions as well as many of the topics and issues guys 
need.  GQ is a one-stop location for everything needed to maintain a “guys” lifestyle.  
From entertainment news and interviews, food, sex, fitness, travel and technology, to the 
latest trendy apparel, GQ UK is the men’s fashion magazine for British and European 
readers.  
 
Harpers Bazaar Magazine 
      
     Bazaar works with the fashion world’s top designers, photographers and artists to 
bring women’s fashion a touch of sophistication not often seen in other women’s fashion 
magazines. Harpers Bazaar invites women into the world of class and refinement for 
those seeking that extra touch in their attire.  In addition to fashion, Bazaar has beauty 
and health tips that can raise any woman’s elegance to a whole new level. 
 
iPad & iPhone User Magazine 
     All the latest information on both the iPad and iPhone devices, including software 
news and updates, gaming tutorials, and everything else a fan needs to stay up to speed 
on Apple’s two most popular devices are found right here.  Before pushing the power 
button on your favorite Apple devices, flip through iPad & iPhone User Magazine for all 
the latest info. 
 
Macworld Magazine 
       
     Macworld features everything Apple: from desktops to laptops, iPhones and iPads as 
well as software news, updates, apps and how-to’s from Apple’s popular Help Desk.  
Whether you want to get the most out of your current Apple device or need some advice 
in choosing a new one, Macworld has you covered for all your Apple needs.  
 
Men’s Fitness Magazine 
      
    With articles on running, fitness, training, and a multitude of different workouts, Men’s 
Fitness is not only a great place to start on your road to better health, but will also serve 
as a monthly companion to help you stay focused on your fitness goals. Start exercising 
your fingers and much more with the pages of Men’s Fitness Magazine. 
 
 
 
Men’s Health Magazine 
 
     Men’s Health Magazine is an all-in-one reference guide for those who need direction 
with both an effective exercise routine and feeding our healthy appetites with healthy 



foods.  With fitness and nutrition articles as well as online support, Men’s Health can not 
only help you achieve those healthy goals, but can also keep you on a healthy track and 
focused in today’s hectic daily schedules. 
 
Motor Trend Magazine 
 
      For the major enthusiast or just one who prefers to keep up with what is going on in 
the world of cars and trucks, Motor Trend has just what you are looking for.  With 
monthly articles on new and used cars, accessories, road tests, auto shows and much 
more, Motor Trend is the place to go for everything in the motoring world. 
 
National Geographic Magazine 
      
     For all the armchair world travellers, National Geographic Magazine brings the planet, 
its people and environment right to their fingertips.  Every month the magazine spans the 
four corners of the globe to bring its natural phenomena, cultures, and history to its 
readers in startling color and brilliant commentary.   All the wonders of our planet can be 
found in this legendary monthly. 
 
PC Gamer Magazine 
    With game reviews and trailers for upcoming games, hints, accessories to make the 
computer gaming experience explode at your fingertips, and tips from the professionals, 
PC Gamer has become a must have magazine for computer gaming enthusiasts.  Before 
you sit down and play, check PC Gamer Magazine for all the latest news.  If you can’t 
find it in PC Gamer, it doesn’t exist!  
 
Photography Monthly Magazine 
 
    Whether you prefer digital photography or old school 35mm, this monthly has all you 
need to equip, shoot, edit and more.  With tips from the professionals, news and reviews, 
Photography Monthly can help you capture those breathtaking scenes you have been 
admiring from afar, and maybe help turn your hobby into a something more. 
 
 
 
Popular Mechanics Magazine 
     Monthly articles on automotive care, home DIY, technology, science, and all the 
mechanical tidbits in between makes this magazine the place to go for those who like 
working with both their hands and mind.  And when you’re finished with this mechanical 
treat, you won’t even have to wash your hands. 
 
Readers Digest Magazine 
     If your looking for articles on health or craft ideas, recipes or advice, or simply want 
some jokes or inspiring true stories, you’ll find it all within the covers of Readers Digest.  
For almost a hundred years, Readers Digest has been entertaining millions around the 
world.  Grab a copy and see why the world loves Readers Digest. 



 
Redbook Magazine 
      
     Since 1903, Redbook has been helping mothers with advice on home life, family, 
beauty and fashion and, recently, sex and love, mind and body, and money and career.  
Now more than ever, Redbook provides mothers of all types with the extra tools they 
may need in their tough but rewarding jobs.  
 
Smart Money Magazine 
      
     Smart Money Magazine contains all the advice, tips and financial know-how to help 
in managing the finances of businesses in the current atmosphere of strong competition 
and an unforgiving market.  Monthly articles include tips for saving, spending wisely, 
and investing. For refined tastes, Smart Money offers tips on travel as well as fine foods 
and wines. 
 
Spin Magazine 
 
     Spin Magazine (now a webzine) is best known for its wide reporting on the music 
world as well as the showcasing of young talent and the occasional homage to music 
industry veterans.  Spin continues to cover a wide range of genres as well as music news 
and album and concert reviews.   
      
      
Us Weekly Magazine 
     Celebrity news, interviews and photos, videos, t.v. and movie previews and reviews 
grace the pages of this colorful weekly.  Who can resist peeking in on celebrity lives and 
reading about the comings and goings of our favorite celebrities?  Us Weekly satisfies 
this guilty pleasure every week.  
 
 
 
Vogue UK Magazine 
     In the British edition of the wildly popular fashion monthly, readers can find current 
fashions and fashion trends, popular designers, photographers and complete coverage of 
all the happenings in the world of fashion.   From the catwalk to the dressing room, 
Vogue UK has been capturing the world of fashion since 1916.  
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
      



      
 
 


